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Abstract

Consider the problem of selecting the member of a parametrized family of curves that

best matches a given curve. This is a key step in determining proper values for adjustable

parameters in low-order plasma etching and deposition models. Level set methods o�er

several attractive features for treating such problems. This paper presents a parameter

estimation scheme that exploits the level set formulation. The method is completely

geometric; there is no need to introduce an arbitrary coordinate system for the curves.

1 Introduction

This work is motivated by the need for accurate low-order phenomenological models of thin

�lm etching and deposition processes. These processes are central to the manufacture of

microelectronic devices. Phenomenological models are necessary because of the complexity

of the surface chemistry and the plasma-surface interactions. Typically these models lump

together numerous unknown rate constants into relatively few parameters [7, 11, 17]. Reli-

able use of these models for simulation or control then depends on the ability of the user to

chose the values of these parameters correctly. The parameter values may be selected based

on surface evolution data from scanning electron micrographs. To our knowledge, only one

study has investigated methods to optimize this process [7]. That work, while quite success-

ful, used a non-geometric cost function that requires the user to select points in one-to-one

correspondence on the actual and estimated surfaces. This selection introduces an arbitrary

component of unknown signi�cance into the procedure, and places an undesirable burden on

the user. In the following sections we introduce a completely coordinate free cost function

that eliminates this arbitrary element.

In a recent series of papers Sethian and Adalsteinsson apply level set methods to the

simulation of feature development in a variety of semiconductor manufacturing applications

[1, 15, 16]. Level set methods provide a exible framework for surface evolution problems.

The main alternatives to level set methods are \string" methods. Here the surface is de�ned
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by points, which are advanced according to the surface velocity. Two problems may occur

if corners appear in the surface. First, if the surface points are allowed to \bunch up" at

the corner, the CFL condition for numerical stability may be violated. Second, points on

the surface may move past each other, necessitating \delooping". The level set framework

is inherently immune to these problems. String methods may also become unwieldy when

topological transitions occur, as during merging or splitting of surfaces. Again, these tran-

sitions are handled automatically using level sets. For a detailed discussion and a survey of

the literature see [15]. Both corner formation and topological transition occur in etching and

deposition, therefore these are promising areas for the application of level set methods.

Although we are motivated by plasma etching and deposition applications, as described

above, the problem we attack here is more narrow in scope. We describe a geometric cost

function based on level set descriptions of both the curve to be matched and the parametrized

family. We then construct derivatives of the cost function in terms of the parameters. This

allows us to apply the gradient descent class of minimization methods. A simple example

is presented, and the tasks remaining before the results can be applied to the full problem

are discussed. Several important properties of the cost function are discussed. Perhaps most

important is that the cost function is not di�erentiable at the optimum.

Level set methods have been used in identi�cation. Approaches to real-time estimates of

evolving features in plasma etching based on level sets have been put forth in [2, 3, 4, 5].

Santosa devises a level set approach to reconstruct the shape of an unknown object from a

discrete set of measurements [13]. This is somewhat di�erent from our situation. In this

paper we treat the case where the shape of the object is itself the measurement.

2 Level Sets

The approach presented here is general, but in this paper we restrict our attention to curves

in the plane. In the level set formulation, a curve C is represented by the zero level set (ZLS)

of a level set function (LSF) �(x), that is, C = fx 2 R2 : �(x) = 0g. Clearly the choice of �

is not unique. To remove this non-uniqueness we will think of � as de�ning an equivalence

class of continuous functions, where two such functions are de�ned to be equivalent if they

have the same signature, that is,

�(x) � 	(x), sign(�(x)) = sign(	(x))8x 2 R2 (1)

It is easy to show that this is indeed an equivalence relation, and that it preserves both the

ZLS itself, and the sense of \inside" and \outside" of the corresponding curve. As usual when

dealing with equivalence classes, it is convenient to choose a canonical element. In this case

that element will be the signed distance function, �. In de�ning the signed distance function

we assume the existence of a norm, denoted k � k : R2 ! R. Then, given a curve C,

�(x) = � min
y2C

ky � xk
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where �(x) is negative if x is inside C, and positive if x is outside C. E�cient algorithms

exist for generating the signed distance function given an arbitrary LSF, particularly when

allowed freedom in the choice of norms.

The real importance of the level set approach comes when considering evolving curves.

Here C : [0; 1]�[0; tf ]! R2 is a parametrized curve evolving in time according to the equation

@C
@t

= ~�(s; t; : : :)� (2)

where � is the outward pointing normal to C. The speed function ~� describes the outward

normal velocity of C, and may depend on independent variables, on local properties of the

curve, or on global considerations. In Eq. (2), ~� is de�ned only on the curve. Now the LSF

too is time-dependent. The evolution of the LSF according to Eq. (2) is governed by the

following PDE:

�t + �(x; t; : : :)kr�k = 0: (3)

This PDE is derived as follows: The curve C(s; t) is represented by the zero level set of a

smooth and Lipschitz continuous function � : R2 � [0; �)! R. Assume that � is negative in

the interior and positive in the exterior of the zero level set. We consider the zero level set,

de�ned by

fX(t) 2 R2 : �(X; t) = 0g : (4)

We have to �nd an evolution equation of �, such that the evolving curve C(t) is given by the

evolving zero level X(t), i.e.,

C(t) � X(t) : (5)

By di�erentiating �(X(t); t) = 0 we obtain:

r�(X; t) �Xt +�t(X; t) = 0 : (6)

Note that for the zero level, the following relation holds:

r�
k r� k = � : (7)

Combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) through Eq. (7) gives Eq. (3).

All LSFs in the equivalence class must satisfy an equation like Eq. (3). Here � is a function

de�ned everywhere in the plane. Di�erent choices for � are possible, but at any instant they

must all coincide on the ZLS itself, and there be equal to ~�. We will call any � satisfying this

condition admissible. To remove the non-uniqueness in the de�nition of Eq. (3) we again turn

to the equivalence relation Eq. (1). Any admissible � will map a member of the equivalence

class of LSFs at time t0 into the proper equivalence class at time t. The canonical signed

distance function can be recovered from any other member of the class as desired. This

process is often referred to as renormalization.
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(a) Two curves. (b) Error area.

Figure 1: Two curves. One (dashed) is a large ellipse. The other (solid) consists of two simply

connected components, a star and a small ellipse. The distance between the curves is found

by summing the areas of the shaded regions.

3 A Metric for Level Set Functions

The process of parameter identi�cation will require that we �nd the parameter values that

give, in some sense, the closest match to an observed evolution. To make this rigorous,

we must de�ne a metric for LSFs that formalizes the idea of \distance." We turn now to

the construction of a suitable function. Our main objective here is to avoid the need to

parametrize the curves. Such parametrizations are intrinsically arbitrary, and place a burden

on the experience and expertise of the end user. This is the motivation for de�ning a geometric

or coordinate-free cost function. The idea is presented in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) shows two closed

curves, one consisting of a single connected component, the other consisting of two connected

components. In all cases \inside" is the bounded portion of the curves. Since the two curves

are not identical, there should be a positive distance between them. We de�ne this distance to

be the area of the region between the two curves. This area is shaded light gray in Fig. 1(b).

We refer to it as the error area.

Formally, given a pair of simple closed curves, C1 and C2, let A(C1; C2) be the total area
enclosed by either one curve or the other, but not both. In terms of sets, if I1 is the interior of

the �rst curve, and I2 is the interior of the second curve, then A is the Lebesgue measure of

the symmetric di�erence S(I1; I2) := (I1 n I2) [ (I2 n I1). The symbol n denotes the usual set
di�erence. This is indeed a metric on sets [12], and so on closed curves. In higher dimensions

area is replaced by volume, etc. The de�nition is easily extended to any curve de�ned by a

LSF on a compact domain by including appropriate portions of the boundary.

The example shown in Fig. 1 is abstract. A geometry that might occur in thin �lm

deposition into a trench or via is shown in Fig. 2. Here the points contained inside both

curves are shaded dark, the points outside both curves are unshaded, and the points inside

one curve but not the other|that is, the points making up the error area|are shaded a light

gray.
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Figure 2: The estimate (dashed) di�ers from the measurement (solid). The associated cost is

then the area between the two curves (light gray).

φ2

φ1

0 0

φ1⋅φ2

I1 \ I2 I2 \ I1

I2 ∩ I1

Figure 3: Product method for constructing error area from level sets.
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3.1 The Product Method

When the estimate and the measurement curve are both characterized by LSFs, the metric

de�ned above is easy to calculate. If the two LSFs are multiplied pointwise, the result is

a new LSF, which we call the product LSF. The ZLS of the product LSF de�nes a curve,

and the area of the interior of this curve is exactly the desired value. To see this, let C1
be the ZLS of �(x), and C2 be the ZLS of 	(x). Recall that the distance between C1 and

C2 is the measure of the symmetric di�erence between their interiors. That is, in terms of

the LSFs, the measure of the set of points for which one LSF takes a positive value, while

the other takes a negative value. If we form �(x) = �(x)	(x), we see that A(C1; C2) is just
the area of the interior of the ZLS corresponding to �(x). Figure 3 is a graphical depiction

of this construction in one dimension. To calculate the area we generate C3|the contour

corresponding to the ZLS of �(x) (note that the contour is now composed of oriented curves

and is no longer just a set)|and apply Green's Theorem:

A =
1

2

Z
C3

hC3; �i ds (8)

where h�; �i is the vector inner product. Here, as elsewhere in this paper, s stands for the

arclength parameter [8]. Note that it is necessary to assign an LSF to the measurement.

There are many ways to do this, but our choice is to use the canonical LSF, that is, the

signed distance function.

In the procedure above, generating the contour corresponding to the ZLS of �(x) is a key

step. A geometric algorithm to accomplish this has been developed by Siddiqi, et al., and is

presented in [14].

3.2 The Symmetric Di�erence Method

In the preceding section the product LSF was used to de�ne the error area. In this section we

present an alternative that has better numerical properties. Consider the interior of the ZLS

as a set, and note the following relationships between operations on LSFs and set operations

on the interiors.

1. Given a LSF �, and denoting the interior of the ZLS of � as int(�), then int(��) =
int(�)c. That is, the interior of the negative of the ZLS is the complement of the interior

of the ZLS.

2. Given two LSFs, � and 	, then int(max(�;	)) = int(�)\ int(	).

3. Given two LSFs, � and 	, then int(min(�;	)) = int(�) [ int(	).

The symmetric di�erence between sets A and B is de�ned as S(A;B) = (A\Bc)[(B\Ac).

It can be easily shown that S(A;B) = (A [ B) \ (A \ B)c. Identifying A with int(�) and B

with int(	), we de�ne

� = max(�;��) (9)
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where,

� = min(�;	) (10)

� = max(�;	) (11)

And it is easily seen that the error area is the Lebesgue measure of the interior of �. We

refer to � as the symmetric di�erence LSF.

This formulation is numerically preferable to that of the previous section because if the

gradient of the LSFs are near unity everywhere, then the gradient of the symmetric di�erence

LSF will be also. In contrast, the gradients of the product LSF are not preserved. However,

even for the symmetric di�erence method, away from the ZLS the signed distance function

is not preserved. To see this, consider the case of the two LSFs, �(x; y) = x and 	(x; y) =

y, whose interiors are the left half-plane and upper half-plane, respectively. These LSFs

correspond to the signed distance function in the 1-norm or 2-norm. The union of their

interiors is the interior of the LSF � = min(�;	). The gradient of � has magnitude one

everywhere on the ZLS, except at the corners. To see that the signed distance function is

not preserved, consider the point (�1;�1). Although its distance from the ZLS is 2 (in the

1-norm) or
p
2 (in the 2-norm), the value of � at (�1;�1) is �1.

4 Parametrized Level Sets

Ultimately we wish to parametrize the speed function �. Here however, we consider the

simpler case of a parametrized level set. For the moment also we suppress the time dependence

of the curves. Our objective then is as follows: We are given a measured curve, M, which

is the ZLS of �(x). We also have a parametrized family of level set functions, 	(x;�). Let

L(�) be the ZLS of 	(x;�). We wish to �nd the value of the parameter vector � such that

L(�) is closest to M.

To proceed, we treat the metric as a cost function, and seek to minimize

J(�) = A(M;L(�)) (12)

Or, in terms of Green's Theorem, to minimize

J(�) =
1

2

Z
E

hE; �i ds (13)

where E is the ZLS of

�(x;�) := �(x)	(x;�): (14)

We wish to apply (at least) gradient descent methods to accomplish this minimization. To do

this, we need to calculate the sensitivity derivatives Ji, where we denote partial di�erentiation

with respect to �i by a subscript i.

For the smooth segments of the curve we have

Ji(�) =

Z
E

hEi; �i ds (15)
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Because the derivation of Eq. (15) may not be obvious, here is a brief sketch. Let � parametrize

the curve, and take values from 0 to 2� regardless of the value of �. Of course, this parameter

is, in general, no longer the arclength. Now, writing E explicitly as (x; y), the tangent vector

explicitly as (x�; y�)=
q
x2� + y2� , and the outward normal as (�y�; x�)

q
x2� + y2� ,

J(�) =
1

2

Z L(t;�)

0
hE; �i ds (16)

=
1

2

Z 2�

0
hE; (�y�; x�)i d� (17)

Di�erentiating inside the integral, and using the fact that the limits of integration no longer

depend on �,

J�(�) =
1

2

Z
E

hE�; �i ds+
1

2

Z 2�

0
hE; (�y��; x��)i d� (18)

Di�erentiation by � and by � commute. Integration of the second term by parts gives

1

2

Z 2�

0
hE; (�y��; x��)i d� = hE; (�y�; x�)ij2�0 � 1

2

Z 2�

0
hE�; (�y�; x�)i d� (19)

The leading term in this expression is zero because the curve is closed. To evalute the

remaining term, write the vectors explicitly.

�1

2

Z 2�

0
hE�; (�y�; x�)i d� = �1

2

Z 2�

0
h(x�; y�); (�y�; x�)i d� (20)

= �1

2

Z 2�

0
(�x�y� + x�y�) d� (21)

=
1

2

Z 2�

0
h(x�; y�); (�y�; x�)i d� (22)

=
1

2

Z
E

hE�; �i ds (23)

Substituting this result into Eq. (18) gives Eq. (15).

Now consider the change in E corresponding to a change in the i-th parameter �i. We

write

�(X(s;�);�) = 0

So,

�i + hr�; Eii = 0

In fact, di�erentiation with respect to a parameter gives the same form we found when we

derived the evolution equation, namely

�i + hEi; �ikr�k = 0

This time, however, we arrange the terms as follows:

hEi; �i = � �i

kr�k (24)
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Figure 4: Close-up of corner e�ects.

Now, substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (15), we obtain

Ji(�) = �
Z
E

�i=kr�k ds (25)

The derivatives of � are replaced by �i = �	i, and r� = �r	+	r�. Since � = 0 on M
and 	 = 0 on L,

Ji = �
Z
M[L

�	i=k(�r	+	r�)k ds (26)

= �
Z
L

�	i=k�r	k ds (27)

= �
Z
L

sign(�)	i=kr	k ds (28)

This formula applies only to the smooth portion of the curves, and the contours will fail to

be smooth at a �nite number of corners. If the original curves are smooth, which we assume

here for convenience, then the error contours de�ned by the ZLS of the product LSF, will

have corners only where the original curves intersect. It can be shown that to �rst order

the contribution at each of these corners is zero. To see this, consider Fig. 4. Here, I1, the

interior of C1, lies to the left of C1, and I2, the interior of C2, lies to the right of C2. The

exteriors are denoted by E1 and E2, respectively. The a�ect of moving C2 to C 0
2 with C1

stationary is to increase the area of I2 n I1, decrease the area of I1 n I2, increase the area of

I1 \ I2, and decrease the area in E1 \ E2. The change in the error area predicted by a �rst

order analysis is as follows: the error area will decrease by A1, due to the reduction in I1 n I2,
and increase by A2+A3 +A4, due to the increase in I2 n I1. However, due to the corner, the
actual decrease in I1 n I2 is greater than expected by A2, and at the same time, the actual

increase in I2 n I1 is less than expected by A2. The e�ects cancel, and the net result is that

the �rst order analysis requires no modi�cation at the corner.
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4.1 The Symmetric Di�erence Method

To derive sensitivity expressions for the symmetric di�erence method for the error area, we

replace the product LSF � in (14) with the symmetric di�erence LSF � from (9). This

substitution does not a�ect the calculation until Eq. (25). There we �nd

�i =

8><
>:

	i; 	 = 0;� > 0

�	i; 	 = 0;� < 0

0 otherwise

(29)

where the case that both � and 	 are zero along a measurable portion of the curve is neglected.

This corresponds to a degenerate LSF, and the numerical scheme will typically not detect the

contour, since no sign change occurs. To see that this expression is correct, note that along

the ZLS of the symmetric di�erence LSF either � or 	 is zero. As noted, we assume that they

are not both zero on any line segment. When � is zero then the ZLS is locally determined

only by �. Since � has no dependence on parameters, �i, and so �i, is zero. When 	 = 0

the ZLS is locally determined only by 	. Then

� = min(�;	) =

(
�; � < 0

	; � > 0

� = max(�;	) =

(
	; � < 0

�; � > 0

And so,

� = max(�;��) =
(

max(�;�	); � < 0

max(	;��); � > 0
=

(
�	; � < 0

	; � > 0

Taking the gradient gives

r� =

(
�r	; � < 0

r	; � > 0

So the �nal expression for @J=@�i becomes,

Ji = �
Z
L

sign(�)	i=kr	k ds (30)

That is, the expression for the sensitivity is the same for both the product LSF and the

symmetric di�erence LSF. Since the computed value of the cost function is the same in both

methods, and the sensitivity is also the same, it is natural to ask why one di�ers from the other.

The answer is that the contour tracing step will give di�erent results. Since the symmetric

di�erence method results in a LSF whose intersection with any grid line is piecewise linear,

the interpolation routines used to locate the zeros should give better results for this case.

However the sensitivity calculation is an integral over the ZLS of the estimate only. Therefore

the contour corresponding to the product LSF or symmetric di�erence LSF is used only in

the calculation of the cost function itself.
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5 Examples

Here we consider two simple examples. In the �rst, the measured curve M is a circle

of radius R. Choosing the canonical LSF to represent the curve, we write, �(x; y) =p
(x� x0)2 + (y � y0)2 � R. As a parametrized LSF we choose,

	(x; y;xc; yc;�) =
q
(x� xc)2 + (y� yc)2 � �

Note that kr	k = kr�k = 1. The sensitivities are calculated exactly, as follows,

	xc = � (x� xc)p
(x� xc)2 + (y � yc)2

(31)

	yc = � (y � yc)p
(x� xc)2 + (y � yc)2

(32)

	� = �1 (33)

In the optimal solution the curves are the same, and the cost function is zero.

For the second example the parametrized level set is the same, but the measured curve is

taken as an ellipse, that is, the ZLS of �(x; y) =
p
a2(x� x0)2 + b2(y � y0)2�R. This leaves

the calculations unchanged, but the optimal estimate no longer gives a perfect match. The

gridsize in all the following calculations is 0.5 in both the x and y directions.

5.1 Derivative and Error Computation

The computation of the error function and its sensitivity to parameter variation was checked

using four static circular geometries. In the �rst, the estimated curve is a circle completely

contained within the measured circle. In this case the error is the di�erence in the areas,

the sensitivities Jxc and Jyc are zero, and J� is the negative of the circumference. In the

second case, the positions are reversed, with the measurement contained in the estimate. The

only di�erence between this and Case I is the sign of the radius sensitivity. In Cases III{V

the estimated circle lies on the measured circle in such a way that half the boundary of the

estimate lies inside the measured circle, and half outside. This should result in J� = 0. In

Case III the center of the estimated circle is displaced from the center of the measurement only

in the x direction, in Case IV, only in the y direction, and in Case V, in both x and y. Figure

5 shows the cases. Table 1 compares the computed results to the theoretical values. Because

the sensitivity calculations depend only on the ZLS of the estimated LSF, the sensitivities

are the same for the two calculation methods. However, the symmetric di�erence method

appears to be the more accurate way to calculate the cost function itself.

5.2 Contour Tracing

The error calculation becomes more di�cult as the estimate approaches the true value. the

reason is that the contour de�ning the error area becomes di�cult to trace accurately. We

next examine this behavior more closely, and compare the results from the product method
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Figure 5: Cases for testing error and sensitivity computations.
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(a) Product method. (xc; yc) =

(1:5; 1:5), J = 7:143

(b) Product method. (xc; yc) =

(1:8; 1:8), J = 0:2456
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(c) Symmetric di�erence method.

(xc; yc) = (1:5; 1:5), J = 8:588

(d) Symmetric di�erence method.

(xc; yc) = (1:8; 1:8), J = 0:7756

Figure 6: Contour tracing using (a,b) the product method and (c,d) the symmetric di�erence

method. True and estimated curves are dotted. The true curve is a circle of radius 4 centered

at (2; 2). The estimated curve is a circle of radius 4. The centers are as noted. The resulting

cost functions are also given.
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Table 1: Computed Cost Function and Sensitivities vs. Actual Values (h = 0:5)

J Jxc Jyc J�

Theory 160.221 0 0 {43.982

Case I Product 159.083 0.000 0.000 {43.969

Sym. Di�. 160.216 0.000 0.000 {43.969

Theory 138.230 0 0 75.398

Case II Product 135.274 0.000 0.000 75.390

Sym. Di�. 138.183 0.000 0.000 75.390

Theory 310.457 12 0 0

Case III Product 310.119 11.991 0.000 0.160

Sym. Di�. 310.314 11.991 0.000 0.160

Theory 296.042 0 20 0

Case IV Product 295.496 1.000 19.967 {0.359

Sym. Di�. 295.869 1.000 19.967 {0.359

Theory 259.060 {19.799 {19.799 0

Case V Product 257.962 {19.002 {20.532 {1.091

Sym. Di�. 258.725 {19.002 {20.532 {1.091

with the results from the symmetric di�erence method. The test case is a circle centered at

(2; 2) with a radius of 4. Figure 6(a) shows the true curve compared to a series of progressively

closer estimates (both true and estimated curves are dotted) with the computed contours as

calculated by the product method. Note that, because the computed contours are completely

contained within the actual error area, the computed error area will be less that the actual

value. Figure 6(b) shows the same test using the symmetric di�erence method. Although

both methods struggle with the contour as the curves become close, the symmetric di�erence

method does a better job|as is evident from the plots, and the higher computed values of J .

The contour tracing algorithm implemented here is quite crude. Linear interpolation is used

to locate zero crossings on the computational grid, and those points are connected to form

contours. No shock placement logic is currently used. Improving the error calculation further

requires either a smaller gridsize or a higher order interpolation method for contour tracing.

5.3 Numerical Properties

The �rst example, in which both the measured and estimated curves are circles, gives several

useful insights into the numerical properties of this problem. Consider the case in which

the circles are concentric, and the only free parameter is the estimated radius, �. Then

the cost function is J = �jR2 � �2j, where R is the true radius. From this we see that

J� = (2�) sign(��R)�. Figure 7 shows this cost function. The function is nonsmooth, and

would not appear to be well approximated by a quadratic at the optimal point. The �rst
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Figure 7: The cost function J = �jR2 ��2j for R = 5.

derivative is de�ned everywhere except the optimal point. Away from the optimum the sign

of the derivative does indicate the correct direction to move in order to �nd the optimum,

however the magnitude of the derivative does not give correct information about how far to

step. Also evident is the local maximum at R = 0.

Some other properties of this problem are that when the boundaries of the two circles

do not intersect, the sensitivity of the cost function to the point (xc; yc) is zero. In the

special case that the interiors are disjoint as well, we see that the estimated curve will simply

decrease in radius until it disappears. The con�guration where the estimate is of zero area is

a local minimum. This last observation holds true in general, and care must be taken to avoid

either starting the minimization with disjoint interiors, or allowing such a situation during

the minimization process. This is particularly a concern since the gradients can become quite

large, even very near the optimum.

In the case of a circular estimated curve, it is easy to prevent the interior of the initial guess

from being disjoint with the interior of the measured curve. To do so it is su�cient to center

the estimate on the origin, and then pick the initial radius su�ciently large. This may seem

to be special to the example, but it is not. Consider the c-level set, fx 2 R2 : 	(x; t) = cg.
If we use the signed distance function for 	, when c is su�ciently large, the measured curve

must be contained in the interior of the estimate. So we replace 	(x;�) by ~	(x; ~�), where
~	 = 	� c, and ~� = (�; c).
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(a) Unmodi�ed gradient. (b) Normalized gradient.

Figure 8: True curve (dashed) is circle of radius 4.2, centered on (2:1; 2:5). Initial estimate

(solid) is circle of radius 8 centered on (0; 0). (a) Standard BFGS search converges to �nal

estimate of R = 4:2402 and (xc; yc) = (1:7335; 2:4881) (also solid) in 10 iterations (dotted).

Final cost is J = 2:1960. (b) BFGS search with normalized gradient converges to �nal

estimate of R = 4:1735 and (xc; yc) = (1:7934; 2:5059) (also solid) in 8 iterations (dotted).

Final cost is J = 1:2041.

5.4 Numerical Minimization Results

Test cases were run using the BFGS algorithm, as implemented in the TOMLAB package

[9]. The value of � was constrained to be greater than the gridsize h. All cases used the

symmetric di�erence method to calculate the cost function, and the gridsize was 0.5 in the

x and y directions. Because BFGS uses a quadratic approximation to the cost function, it

is probably not the best choice for this problem. However, pending a more detailed analysis,

it seemed to work well enough for the purposes of this preliminary study. One attempt at

improving performance and robustness concerned how the gradient was handled. As noted

above, the gradient varies widely in magnitude, and this variation is unrelated to the distance

from the optimal point. On the other hand, the direction information contained in the

gradient is very useful. Therefore some cases were run using the unmodi�ed gradient, while

in others the gradient was normalized to a unit vector. Performance is notably superior in the

normalized cases, as shown by the decreased number of iterations required for convergence,

and in the lower cost function. Results are shown in Figs. 8{10. Clearly there is room for

improvement in implementation and accuracy, but the method seems to be performing as

desired.

6 Parametrized Speed Functions

This work is motivated by applications to curve evolution problems. In these problems of

interest, the � dependence of 	(x;�) is not explicitly due to the parametrization, but arises
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(a) Unmodi�ed gradient. (b) Normalized gradient.

Figure 9: True curve (dashed) is ellipse (x � 2:1)2 + 2:25(y � 2:5)2 = 4:22. Initial estimate

(solid) is circle of radius 8 centered on (0; 0). (a) Standard BFGS search converges to �nal

estimate of R = 3:3729 and (xc; yc) = (1:8128; 2:4613) (also solid) in 14 iterations (dotted).

Final cost is J = 7:5502. In this example the �rst step comes very close to being disjoint with

the measured curve. This would have resulted in convergence to a local minimum far from

the optimal point. (b) BFGS search with normalized gradient converges to �nal estimate of

R = 3:3686 and (xc; yc) = (1:9003; 2:4353) (also solid) in 9 iterations (dotted). Final cost is

J = 7:4152. Here there was no danger of convergence to a local minimum.

from the variation of � with � in the evolution equation

	t + �( � ;�)kr	k = 0 (34)

Thus we will need to determine 	i from �i instead of writing it directly. One way to accom-

plish this is by di�erentiating both sides of Eq. (34) with respect to the i-th parameter. The

result is a PDE for the sensitivity, coupled to the original evolution equation. This type of

approach is described further in [6]. For the level set evolution equation, the result of the

di�erentiation is as follows:

	t;i + �ikr	k+ (�=kr	k)(	x;i +	y;i) = 0

Exchanging the order of di�erentiation gives,

	i;t + �ikr	k+ (�=kr	k)(	i;x +	i;y) = 0

Finally, denote the sensitivity by S(i) := 	i, and write,

S
(i)
t + �ikr	k+ (�=kr	k)(S(i)

x + S(i)
y ) = 0 (35)

Once Eq. (34) is solved, kr	k can be computed. Since � is known, and �i can be computed,

Eq. (35) is a linear �rst order PDE. Initially the various S(i) are everywhere zero, since the
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Figure 10: True curve (dashed) is ellipse (x+2:1)2+4:0(y+2:4)2 = 9:22. Initial estimate (solid)

is circle of radius 14 centered on (0; 0). BFGS search with normalized gradient converges to

�nal estimate of R = 5:7057 and (xc; yc) = (�1:7587;�2:5040) (also solid) in 10 iterations

(dotted). Final cost is J = 53:267.
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starting curve for the model is exactly the true starting curve, and does not depend on the

speed function �. Depending on storage requirements and the details of the solver implemen-

tation, Eq. (35) can be advanced at each time step in conjunction with Eq. (34), or it can be

solved after the full solution of Eq. (34) is obtained.
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